
INTRODUCTION
Madhavan (1994) is of the opinion that inspite of the huge production of jack fruit, its processing

has not gained much attention when compared to other fruits. Nunjundasway and Mahadeviah (1993)
reported that the difficulty in the collection of fruit, separation of bulb from the rind, uncertainly and
variability in the yield and quality are the major problems involved in the utilization of jack fruit.

Though a variety of products have been made from jackfruit, its consumption has decreased
over the years. This is mainly due to its cumbersome handling procedures, which is making it unpopular
even in rural areas. In this context, developing a convenient ready to cook (RTC) product with this
ethnic fruit maintaining all its sensory qualities would be of tremendous value for urban as well as rural
housewives. Moreover, for the Malayalees staying away from Kerala in particular, jackfruit means
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ABSTRACT
The present investigation entitled Evaluation of a  jack fruit based ready to cook (RTC) instant mix was
carried out with the objective of developing a convenient to use product from raw jack fruit (koozha type)
and evaluate its quality. “Koottu” is a typical kerala dish served for lunch ,characterised by its spicy
nature and thick consistency. In this experiment, raw jack fruits were collected, washed and the bulbs and
seeds were separated. The optimum dimensions of jackfruit bulbs and seeds were identified. After
preliminary processing  like blanching and immersing in standardised media,the jackfruit slices were mixed
with suitable adjuncts and dehydrated in different formulations The best formulation was identified
through evaluation of cooked product by a sensory panel. The reconstitution and cooking requirements
were standardised and the product was evaluated for its quality The  “Koottu” mix comprised of jack
fruit bulbs and seeds, red chilly, turmeric powder, cumin and curry leaves. The physical characteristics
like appearance, moisture, yield, rehydration  ratio and bulk density of the developed RTC mixes were
assessed. The appearance was evaluated by sensory panel using a five point scale. The Ready to cook  mix
obtained a score 4.34. The moisture content was found to be 5.38% and the yield of the  mix was found
to be 35.9%. The rehydration ratio of the RTC mix  was 0.42 and the bulk density of the developed RTC
mix was0.96. The proximate composition of the developed RTC mix showed that the carbohydrate
content was 33.16g. Similarly the protein content was found to be  12.93g/100g,and the  fat content was
noted to be 0.52g/100g. The total fiber content was observed to be 6.54g/100g.  carotene was found to
be 0.46mg/100g. Cost of the product was found to be Rs. 24/kg.
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